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Argos positioning is based on the Doppler shift of the carrier frequency of the messages (http://www.argos-system.org/
manual/3-location/32_principle.htm). In addition to the near-real time data processing service, CLS provides a reprocessing 
service via ArgosWeb that re-estimates platform trajectories with much a higher level of accuracy.     
The service relies on an advanced estimation technique and only works retroactively.

On average, compared to the real-time processing 
service, our reprocessing service reduces error by 
approximately one third for locations based on 2 or 
3 messages. For 1- message locations, the error is 
typically halved.

The use of an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) filter 
with a delayed processing significantly improves the 
Argos location accuracy. This is obtained using a fixed-
interval multiple-model smoothing technique. 

For more information and technical references, please refer to: Lopez, R., 
Malardé, J. P., Danès, P., & Gaspar, P. (2015). Improving Argos Doppler 
location using multiple-model smoothing. Animal Biotelemetry, 3(1), 1. 
http://animalbiotelemetry.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40317-
015-0073-4

For questions or a quote, please 
contact: argos-science@cls.fr

Optimize your Argos tracks
Reprocessing your Argos tracks for greater positioning precision

Argos reprocessing service : 1€ / day / PTT

CLS can reprocess online Argos Doppler locations
from 01/01/2008

Our reprocessing service allows scientists 
to focus on the ecological interpretation of 

Argos trajectories rather
than on the technicalities of data 

processing

CLS 



›  Meteorological data for 1€/day/PTT

›  Oceanographic data for 1€/day/PTT 

What we deliver:

Moving towards climate studies: 

• Air temperature 
• Humidity
• Rain
• Wind 
• Pressure

 Satellite:
• Sea level and geostrophic current
• Temperature
• Plankton 
Model: 
• 3D temperature 
• 3D current 
• 3D Salinity

Global models allow a full depiction of atmospheric and ocean conditions. Model data provide atmospheric and oceanographic 
information to better exploit satellite tracking data by coupling environmental conditions with a trajectory.
CLS has been processing satellite oceanographic data for more than 20 years and is connected to the highest quality atmosphere 
and ocean model data servers in the world (Copernicus, ECMWF, NOAA…).
We can now provide metocean model data to our clients along Argos tracks. 

Knowing air pressure, wind, temperature, and humidity conditions along bird trajectories, and ocean currents, plankton 
concentration and sea temperature along marine animal trajectories, are a crucial part of behaviour analysis for biologists. 
These environmental data are also key to assessing the impact of climate change. 

Enrich animal tracks with contextual data 
(weather, ocean currents…) 

Source: Global meteorological weather prediction models
(ECMWF, NOAA, Météo France)

Source: Satellite observation (CLS) and Global ocean circulation model (Copernicus)

Use oceanographic data in your GIS software to enhance 
animal tracks. 
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Reprocessed data Additional MetOcean data


